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Jiaoyang Welding Industries Hebei Co., Ltd. (here-in-after referred to as 

JIAOYANG), located in the well-known hometown of wire mesh-Anping 

County, Hebei Province, established in 1988. After nearly 30 years of 

tempering, industry involves steel welded wire mesh machineries and 

steel welded mesh processing and distribution. The company implements 

industrialization, informationization and standardization under the strategic 

plan of “based on the mesh and serving the society”. The modern plan of “based on the mesh and serving the society”. The modern 

management system has become a welding mesh machine integrating 

R&D, design, manufacture, sales and service. The company is a 

technology research and development enterprise specializing in the 

research of wire mesh and steel electric soldering technology equipment.
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Jiaoyang introduces foreign advanced technology and talents, and the 

steel mesh welding production line and wire straightening and cutting 

machines, mesh rolling machines and other equipments, they have won 

honors such as high-quality products in Hebei Province, the company has 

obtained “high-tech enterprises in Hebei Province” and “science and 

technology small and medium enterprises”. Combine the characteristics 

of various domestic industries, Jiaoyang launched the 3D panel mesh of various domestic industries, Jiaoyang launched the 3D panel mesh 

machine, the poultry cage mesh machine, the construction mesh welding 

machine, the reinforcing mesh welding machine and the brick force mesh 

welding machine series, which have been launched in combination with 

the characteristics of various domestic industries have continuously 

provided more than 4,500 sets to the society.
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Jiaoyang ended on September 1st, 2018: the company has 271 

employees, 40 technical design centers, 125 sets of production equipment 

such as car, milling, grinding, laser, machining center, including 32 sets of 

CNC equipments. It has 120 patents, including 18 invention patents, 

10 provincial qualifications, 29 cities and county honors, 15 industry 

honors and users in 128 provinces and cities in 29 provinces and 75 

countries and regions around the world.countries and regions around the world.

With its strong R&D strength, advanced manufacturing technology and 

modern management methods, Jiaoyang creates excellent brands and 

assists the rapid development of the welding wire industry. While pursuing 

the whole country and facing tld, the company is pursuing excellence 

through transversal thinking. Development goals and strive to do smart 

welding net equipment manufacturing rate industry.


